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Welcome to our fall newsletter. We hope
that despite all that is going on in our
province, you have managed to get some
rest and relaxation this summer. We are
gearing up for an exciting final third of 2021,
as we finalize our follow-up to the 2007
report, Not yet equal: The health of lesbian,
gay, and bisexual youth in BC in partnership
with UBC’s Stigma and Resilience Among
Vulnerable Youth Centre (SARAVYC). We
are also particularly looking forward to
hearing from young people, and those with
an interest in youth health about what they
think should be included on the 2023 BC
Adolescent Health Survey (BC AHS). More
details about how to get involved are
included in this newsletter, as are details of
what the McCreary staff and YAC, BC Health
and Wellness YAC, YRA, and TRRUST have
been up to.

LUNCH & LEARN: RECENTLY
RELEASED REPORTS
We had a busy spring and summer
releasing various reports. For anyone
who missed any, we will be doing brief
presentations of the findings, Sept 27th, 28th
and 29th from 12:30–1:30pm as follows:
Sept 27th: Youth researchers will share
findings from their youth-led research into
how to better support youth in and from
government care.

Sept 28th: Understanding the odds:
Gambling among BC youth aged 12–18 (see
p2 for more details about the report) and
Youth vaping during COVID-19: BC Youth’s
experiences during the pandemic.
Sept 29th: Gender diverse: A spotlight on
the health of trans and non-binary young
people in BC shares findings from the 2018
BC AHS on the health of gender-diverse
youth, in partnership with SARAVYC, and
Doing OK? Checking in on the mental health
of BC youth shares findings from the 2018
BC AHS on youth mental health, as well as
changes across survey years.
Details of how to join the webinars are
available on our website (www.mcs.bc.ca),
as are copies of the reports.

BC AHS COMMUNITY
CONSULTATIONS
In addition to releasing a number of reports
based on data from the 2018 BC AHS,
we’re gearing up for the 2023 BC AHS. This
means we’re getting ready to start hosting
community consultations this fall and winter.
Community consultations are a chance to
discuss survey items people would like to
see included on the 2023 survey.
Continued on next page…
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This includes the current and emerging health issues
people are seeing in their schools and communities. For
example, from consultations leading up to the 2018 BC
AHS, a number of emerging issues were identified for
inclusion on the survey, such as the length of students’
school commute, problem gambling, and experiences of
time pressure. We would also like to learn more about
how the BC AHS data has been used in your community
or how you would like it to be used.
This fall, we will also be hiring Youth Health Ambassadors
across BC to host consultations with their peers to gather
input on what youth see as the key local health issues in
their communities.
Please contact Karen (karen@mcs.bc.ca) for more
information, to register for one of the regional
consultations, or to schedule an additional consultation.

2023 BC AHS community consultation schedule
September 20th from 2pm–4pm: Fraser East
September 21st from 10am–12pm: Fraser South
September 22nd from 2pm–4pm: Fraser North
September 23rd from 10am–12pm: Richmond
September 27th from 2pm–4pm: Vancouver
September 28th from 10am–12pm: North Shore/
Coast Garibaldi
September 29th from 2pm–4pm: South Vancouver
Island
October 4th from 2pm–4pm: Central Vancouver Island
October 5th from 10am–12pm: North Vancouver
Island
October 6th from 2pm–4pm: East Kootenay
October 7th from 10am– 2pm: Kootenay-Boundary
October 12th from 10am–12pm: Okanagan
October 13th from 2pm–4pm: Thompson/Cariboo
Shuswap
October 14th from 10am–2pm: Northern Interior

UNDERSTANDING THE ODDS: GAMBLING
AMONG BC YOUTH AGED 12–18
This report represents McCreary’s
first in-depth look at gambling
behaviour among BC youth using
data from the BC AHS. The report
provides an overview of youth
who gambled without money,
and then profiles different online
and in-person gambling activities
youth engaged in for money,
including playing cards/dice,
betting on sports, playing lottery
tickets/scratch cards, and online
gaming.
The report identifies the
frequency at which gambling
for money appears to be more
problematic and at which there
appeared to be other associated
challenges such as relationship
difficulties, excessive technology
use, and poorer physical and
mental health. The report also
looks at risk and protective
factors associated with more
frequent gambling for money,
and concludes with a closer look
at online gaming.
The results of this report provide a baseline for youth
gambling in BC and serve as an impetus for further
exploring gambling behaviour on the 2023 BC AHS.
The project was funded by the BC Ministry of Health
and was guided by an advisory committee made up of a
number of experts in this field.
The report was released in July along with an
accompanying PowerPoint presentation, and an
infographic of some key findings identified by young
people. These resources are available to download from
www.mcs.bc.ca/download_resources.

October 18th from 2pm–4pm: North East
October 19th from 10am–12: North West
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TAKING PRIDE: HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS
CURRICULUM
Taking Pride is an LGBTQ2S+ healthy relationships
curriculum created in partnership with SARAVYC, with
valuable input from LGBTQ2S+ youth across BC. The
curriculum is made up of six 40- to 60-minute workshops
which support youth to build healthy relationships
skills. The workshops cover topics such as boundaries
and values, communication, unhealthy relationship
patterns, working through conflict, consent, and being
a good friend/ally. The workshops are designed to be
co-facilitated by a youth and an adult.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we had to pivot to an
online delivery of the workshop series. After completing
a pilot of the virtual model in the spring, several groups
participated in the curriculum, including groups in Surrey,
Fort Nelson, Terrace, and North Vancouver. While doing
virtual workshops can pose challenges, it also proved
to be a great way to connect with youth who we may
not have otherwise had the chance to connect with. It
also gave the youth co-facilitators valuable experience
with online facilitation, including building safety and
community, and trouble-shooting tech problems as they
inevitably came up!
As restrictions are beginning to lift, we are once again
working to prepare for in-person delivery. We will be
training local youth and adult co-facilitators online via
Zoom, with the hope that they will be able to lead their
own workshops in person soon.

Fall 2021

EVALUATION UPDATE
This past spring, we continued working on evaluations
for various initiatives across the province. These included
a harm-reduction project for youth in Vancouver, an
initiative focusing on human trafficking, a large-scale
mindfulness program, a skills-development and
employment program for refugee and immigrant youth,
and a series of projects focusing on preventing harmful
alcohol use among girls.
Our evaluation of TRRUST Collective Impact is also
ongoing. Recent evaluation findings indicate that
most partners continue to feel that TRRUST is making
progress and they feel equipped to address the needs
of youth in and from care because of their involvement
in TRRUST. Most also feel that practices and outcomes
have improved for youth transitioning out of care in
Vancouver because of the work that TRRUST has been
involved in. This evaluation collects feedback from
partners about the quarterly collective gatherings and
the initiative as a whole, and we share updated findings
with partners at each gathering. More recently, a sharedmeasurement working group was created to identify
and measure population-level outcomes. It is hoped that
the development of shared measures will complement
the process and outcomes evaluation, and will capture
systemic changes within and across partner agencies.
For more information about our evaluation services,
please contact evaluations@mcs.bc.ca.

We are currently inviting school-based Gender and
Sexuality Alliances (GSAs) and community LGBTQ2S+
youth groups to participate in Taking Pride in the fall. If
you are running a group or know of one that might be
interested in participating, please contact Katie at
katie@mcs.bc.ca.

“[Taking Pride] teaches you easy ways to deal
with difficult situations, how to say no, and
healthy relationship strategies.”
-Taking Pride participant
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BC HEALTH & WELLNESS YOUTH
ADVISORY COUNCIL
We are a group of youth in Grades
8–12 who are working together to
address youth vaping and other
related issues students in BC face.
During our monthly virtual meetings,
we talk about youth health issues
and share our ideas about how youth can best be
supported.
We have been working on strategies to ensure youth
and the adults in their lives get reliable information
about vaping. For example, we learned about the
results of the Youth Vaping During COVID-19 surveys (a
project conducted by youth researchers at McCreary),
and developed messages to share with parents and
schools. We have also contributed to campaigns by the
BC Ministry of Health to reduce youth vaping, shared
ideas for a peer-to-peer strategy, and worked on a video
project to share information with parents and school
staff.
One of the great things about the group is that we come
from different communities all over BC, so we can hear
about what is going on in different places, while also
keeping our own communities in mind as far as what’s
needed and what we’d like to see change.
We are all here to represent our communities, to talk
about things that need work, and to help make sure
youth all over BC have the supports and information they
need when it comes to vaping and other health issues
important to them.

“I joined the BC YAC because I wanted to get to
know youth from other parts of the province
and I wanted to help the BC government
understand what it’s like to be a youth in BC
right now.”

YOUTH RESEARCH ACADEMY
Members of the Youth Research Academy
(YRA) are young people aged 16 to 24 with
experience of the government care system. We
are trained in community-based research and
carry out research projects of interest to youth in and from
government care and the agencies that serve them.
The sixth cohort of the YRA has been off to a busy start
since coming together at the end of June. Our cohort
consists of a whole new group of youth researchers and
also includes two YRA alumni who are returning as peer
mentors. This is the second virtual cohort, and despite the
challenge of not being able to meet in person, we have
been determined and deeply engaged in our work.
We have learned about research ethics, the research cycle,
how to create surveys and analysis plans, and facilitating
and note-taking for focus groups. In addition, we have
been strengthening our skills in word processing and
spreadsheet programs. We have also been learning how to
communicate over virtual platforms and connecting with
one another without being able to physically be together.
We also attended two workshops. Drive Youth
Employment Services shared advice on how to build
strong résumés and cover letters, and TRRUST Collective
Impact shared important information on trauma-informed
practices.
One of the first projects we worked on was creating a
video to share what we are bringing to the group, and
what we are hoping to gain from our time in the YRA. The
video can be found on McCreary’s YouTube channel here:
www.youtube.com/user/mccrearycentre.
Some things that we are looking forward to include
learning to use computer programs that will help in our
future careers, learning how to act professionally at
work, and finding information about challenges in the
community and identifying solutions, including supports
that can be helpful for youth in and from care.

-BC Health and Wellness YAC member
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YOUTH TRANSITIONING OUT OF CARE STUDY
In July, the YRA released
the first report from their
longitudinal study of BC
youth’s experiences aging
out of government care, and
alternatives to care, including
services of Delegated Agencies
(Youth transitioning out of care
in BC: A preliminary report).
Accompanying the report
launch, YRA alumni presented
the key findings from the report via webinar.
The goal of the study, which started in 2019, is to
better understand the experiences of BC youth as they
transition out of care. Youth are asked to complete
surveys every six months, starting around six months
before their 19th birthday, through to their 24th. This first
report focuses primarily on young people approaching
the transition out of care, but also includes some
information from youth who had recently transitioned
out, as well as an insight into young people’s experiences
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Some key findings the YRA identified in the first report
include the following:
•

•

•

Most youth (77%) who were approaching the
transition out of care felt prepared to live
independently. However, among those who had
recently left care, less than a third (29%) reported
that with hindsight they had been prepared for the
transition they experienced.
Half of youth preparing to transition out of care
reported a decrease in their access to professional
supports (50%) and access to health care (50%) as
a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Also, over half
of those who completed a survey after April 2020
reported a decline in their relationships with friends,
access to mental health care, and job stability.

•

Among youth preparing to leave care, 95% had at
least one goal for the next six months, 95% identified
something they were passionate about, and 79%
could name something they were good at. Many
youth also shared personal accomplishments they
were particularly proud of, including academic
achievements, independent living skills, sobriety, and
overcoming obstacles in their life.

•

The survey also asked participants how they thought
young people could be better supported through
the transitioning out of care. Youth’s suggestions
included receiving support with budgeting, finding
housing, mental health, and employment resources.

To read the full report please visit, www.mcs.bc.ca/pdf/
youth_transitioning_out_of_care_preliminary_report.pdf.
Additional webinars can also be scheduled. Contact Karen
(karen@mcs.bc.ca) for more details.

Access the survey for youth transitioning
out of care
As the youth transitioning out of care study is
scheduled to run into 2023, the sixth cohort
of the YRA is still looking for youth aged 18 to
20, in or from care, who might be interested in
participating.
For more information about the study and links
to the online survey, please visit:
www.mcs.bc.ca/youth_transitioning_out_of_
care_study.
Please contact Karen (karen@mcs.bc.ca) with
questions about the study.

Fifty-nine percent of those who had transitioned out
of care continued to receive care through MCFD or a
Delegated Agency for a period past their 19th birthday.
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YOUTH ADVISORY & ACTION COUNCIL
Over the past few months,
McCreary’s Youth Advisory and Action
Council (YAC) has continued to meet
virtually and has been busy with new
and exciting projects!
The YAC is developing a board game that integrates key
findings from the 2018 BC AHS with youth’s journey
through high school. The game aims to demonstrate
how risk and protective factors intersect to impact our
life course and overall well-being. We hope to share our
board game with youth across BC in the coming months!
We also helped to create an infographic to share information from the 2018 BC AHS on youth gambling. The poster
conveys key messages from the report, Understanding
the odds: Gambling among BC youth aged 12–18 and can
be accessed at www.mcs.bc.ca/pdf/understanding_the_
odds_infographic.pdf.
The YAC collaborated with the Lakes Animal Friendship
Society (LAFS) non-profit to create youth-friendly
resources on pet ownership. We provided feedback on
educational presentations and workbooks for youth on
animal safety and caring for animals.
With funding from Vancouver Coastal Health’s Action
Mini Grants program, we analyzed data from the BC AHS
and created infographic posters to share the findings on
sports-related injuries with young people and the adults
who support them (e.g., teachers, coaches, parents). The
aim was to raise awareness of sports-related injuries
among BC youth and to encourage projects to prevent
sports-related injuries across BC. The infographic posters are available to download on McCreary’s website in
English and in French.
Poster for youth: www.mcs.bc.ca/pdf/
youthsportinjury_1.pdf (English) / www.mcs.bc.ca/pdf/
youthsportinjury_1_french.pdf (French)
Poster for adults: www.mcs.bc.ca/pdf/
youthsportinjury_2.pdf (English) / www.mcs.bc.ca/pdf/
youthsportinjury_2_french.pdf (French)
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Infographic posters created by the YAC to share 2018 BC AHS data on
sports-related injuries are now available in French.

We also had the opportunity to participate in naloxone
training and a trauma-informed practices workshop this
summer. During the naloxone training, we learned about
the opioid crisis in BC, and how to administer naloxone in
an overdose emergency. In the trauma-informed practices
workshop, we learned about the physical and psychological impacts of trauma, and how an understanding of this
can help us to create a safer environment for everyone.
The YAC encourages youth to continue applying for Youth
Action Grants (YAGs)! YAGs are grants of up to $500
for youth-led projects that address key findings from
the 2018 BC AHS and aim to improve youth health and
well-being in their community. The application form is
also now available in English and in French, and can be
accessed at: www.mcs.bc.ca/youth_action_grants or by
emailing yag@mcs.bc.ca.
The YAC has recently funded several YAG projects in
communities across the province. These include a disc
golf course in Victoria, Operation Rainbow in Courtenay
(where youth created GSA club t-shirts and painted
rainbow sidewalks), and a student-run vaping task force
in Sparwood, where youth learned about vaping and
nicotine, and about the resources to support youth to
quit.
The YAC is always ready to welcome new members, so if
you or someone you know (age 15–24) are interested in
being a part of the YAC, please email katie@mcs.bc.ca.
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TRRUST COLLECTIVE IMPACT
TRRUST is a Collective Impact initiative
focused on improving outcomes for
youth transitioning out of government
care in Vancouver. McCreary supports
TRRUST as the initiative’s backbone
agency, coordinating logistics and funds
on behalf of the collective.
Over the past few months, TRRUST’s working groups, or
clusters, have been developing work plans to pursue
over the next three years. Clusters have continued
to meet monthly to work towards projects and goals
relevant to their topics of focus: education; employment;
health, wellness, and culture; housing; and meaningful
connections. The Education Cluster, for example, recently
presented to the Vancouver School Board on the value
of including staff roles in K–12 schools to support youth
with care experience. The Housing Cluster recently closed
their survey on youth housing experiences and is looking
forward to analyzing and sharing the results soon.
The Collective Young Leaders (CYL), a group of youth
with care experience who guide the initiative, have also
been hard at work over the past few months. They have
continued to present the Journey Maps to a variety of
audiences virtually, including most recently to students
from Douglas College’s Child and Youth Care program.
The CYL also planned and facilitated a YAC Gathering,
bringing together youth from four different advisory
groups across BC to network, share ideas, and coordinate
efforts. They are hoping to continue fostering these
connections by hosting similar gatherings in the future.
Cluster members, CYL members, and others involved
in the collective, have come together for two quarterly
Collective Gatherings in recent months. In April, a
representative from Treehouse in Washington State
attended and shared a bit about their work with youth
in care. In July, we were joined by representatives from
the First Nations Child and Family Caring Society, and
members of McCreary’s Youth Research Academy, who
presented preliminary findings of their longitudinal study
on youth transitioning out of care. These presentations
and findings will help to shape and direct future projects
undertaken by the clusters.

The Collective Young Leaders shared updates at the Collective
Gathering in July.

Other highlights from the past few months include
the continued distribution of funds and goods across
collective partners in response to the COVID-19 pandemic,
such as reusable masks collected and distributed by
the Meaningful Connections Cluster. TRRUST has also
been able to offer an Emergency Youth Housing Subsidy,
after securing two grants this past winter and additional
funding this spring. Nearly $100,000 has been distributed
from this fund to support the urgent housing-related
needs of over 125 young people with care experience.
TRRUST also received funds to purchase 37 new laptops,
which are currently being distributed to youth with care
experience through partner agencies across Vancouver.
To learn more about TRRUST, to get involved, or to be
added to the distribution list to receive weekly newsletters, please reach out to Erica, TRRUST Project Manager,
at erica_trrust@outlook.com, or visit
www.mcs.bc.ca/trrust.
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CENTRAL CITY FOUNDATION RECOGNIZES
TRRUST FOR COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP
The Central City Foundation’s upcoming “Change Can
Happen” campaign will celebrate the leadership of the
TRRUST collective and profile TRRUST Manager, Erica
Mark.
The campaign will celebrate the role of TRRUST in breaking down silos of services and addressing the inequities
that youth aging out of care face. The profile will be
shared in local print and digital media this Fall, and will
highlight the ways in which TRRUST has adapted to the
changing conditions during the COVID-19 pandemic. This
includes working together to identify the changing needs
of young people aging out of care, providing technology
to keep youth connected, securing funding for emergency
housing needs, and offering new training and employment opportunities.
Congratulations to all the TRRUST member agencies,
individuals, and a special thanks to Erica for
demonstrating that change can happen, even during the
most challenging of times!

EUSARF 2021 CONFERENCE
The XVI European Scientific Association on Residential
& Family Care for Children and Adolescents (EUSARF)
2021 Conference will take place from September 1– 3,
hosted virtually by the ZHAW Zurich University of Applied
Sciences. The focus of this year’s conference is the
“perspective of the child” in practice and research in the
area of child and youth welfare.
YRA alumni and McCreary staff will be presenting on a
number topics relating to youth in and from government
care, including the YRA model; engagement strategies
for multi-barriered youth who use opioids and other
substances; a feasibility study of a ‘family finding’ model
for use in BC; a youth-led project to identify protective
factors among youth in and from care; and the collective
impact approach to improving outcomes for youth aging
out of care.
Presentations were pre-recorded and submitted to
conference organizers to be included in the program,
and will be available for at least one year to researchers
and practitioners who attend the conference. The virtual
conference model will not only allow us to share our
research and youth engagement projects with a larger
audience, but will also provide us with long-term access
to presentations from experts all around the world.

It was a productive
season for staff,
as well as for the
McCreary garden,
which produced
strawberries, green
beans, peppers,
sunflowers, and
much more!

Founded in 1977, McCreary Centre Society is a non-government not-for-profit committed to improving
the health of BC youth through research, evaluation, and community engagement projects.

CONNECT
www.mcs.bc.ca
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